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Solved and Unsolved Problems 



Friedrich Miescher Institute 

Epigenetics 
(7 research groups) 

Growth Control 
(8 research groups) 

Neurobiology 
(8 research groups) 

Technology Platforms  
Computational Biology – Cell Sorting – Imaging and Microscopy – C. elegans 

 Functional Genomics – Histology – Mass Spectrometry – Protein Structure 

316 employees    
(incl. 96 PhD students, 95 Post Docs)  

- part of the Novartis Research Foundation 
- affiliated institute of Basel University  



Computational Biology / Bioinformatics 

- member of Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics 

- 3 core funded and 2 third party funded FTE 
- many interactions with Functional Genomics 
- hardware is maintained by IT   
- providing support for  ~250 scientists 
- all services are free   

- “collaborations”         papers 
- “helpdesk” 



Bioinformatics Helpdesk 

providing support for: 

draw plasmids 
do BLAST searches 
use Excel 

the “average” lab 
scientist, who wants to: 

the “modern” lab 
scientist, who wants to: 

analyze NGS data   

write (Perl) scripts 
work genome wide 

....and how to bridge the gap? 



drawing plasmids      

doing BLAST searches 

using Excel 

the “average” lab scientist, struggles with 



drawing plasmids: 

the actual problem:  
there is no good ‘desktop bioinformatics package’ 

our situation:  
package A:  - 10 perpetual licenses bought in 2006 

    - windows only  
    - stuck on version X (does not run on 
      windows 7) 

package B:  - 20 perpetual licenses bought in 2008 
    - 3 year support and upgrades 
    - stuck on version Y 
    - windows/mac/linux 
both packages are 
ridiculously expensive 



drawing plasmids: open source/free alternatives 

we have been looking at: 

GENtle       http://gentle.magnusmanske.de/ 
Serial Cloner  http://serialbasics.free.fr/Serial_Cloner.html 
pDRAW32      http://www.acaclone.com/ 
BioEdit       http://www.mbio.ncsu.edu/BioEdit/BioEdit.html 
GeneCoder    http://www.algosome.com 
Workbench    http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/gbench/ 
Ape        http://biologylabs.utah.edu/jorgensen/wayned/ape/ 
UGene     http://ugene.unipro.ru/ 

Has anybody experience with these or  
other open source/free packages? 



drawing plasmids: 

what about EMBOSS ? 
(we offer most EMBOSS tools in our Galaxy server) 

we have no satisfying solution 

How do I transform a genbank file to 'cirp’ format? 

The tools ‘cirdna’ and ‘lindna’ produce reasonable 
maps of DNA constructs......but the data needs to be 
in 'cirp' and 'linp' format, respectively. 



doing BLAST searches 

running training courses 

internal wiki pages / FAQ 

the actual problem:  
people are struggling using web resources 



using Excel 

the actual problems:  
 - people have no statistics understanding 
 - “Excel”   

no help provided running training courses 

promoting the use of R 



analyzing NGS data 

writing (Perl) scripts 

the “modern” lab scientist, struggles with 

work genome wide 

simple solution: 
running introductory  
and advanced training  
courses in R 



running R training courses 

- R is a decent scripting language  
- we can teach them statistics on the side 
- they can start using Bioconductor 

...but one problem remains:  people want to display 
                     their data in a genome 
         browsers  

we currently re-implement our  
(perl based) NGS pipeline in a 
 new Bioconductor package: “QuasR”  



genome browsers 

Has anybody a perfect solution? 

web resources:  ensembl  - too slow 
      UCSC   - S. pombe is missing 

(we don’t have the resources to run a local mirror) 

local on desktop:  IGV and IGB  

Galaxy “Trackster”  

R/Bioconductor:  GenomeGraphs, new package Gviz  

we use a combination of: 



the “modern”  
lab scientist 

Bridging the Gap 

? the “average”  
lab scientist 

http://galaxyproject.org/ 



Tools 
History 

GUI 
Display 



why are we using Galaxy 

-   open source   
-   we can modify the tools 
-   we can add our own tools 
    (we offer our own NGS pipeline tools, and have  
     disabled the provided Galaxy NGS tools/wrapper) 

-   the “Galaxy” community is big and part of  
    a wider community: “GenomeSpace”, “GMOD” 

-   it is simple to install and maintain 
-   you can adjust the set-up according your needs 
-   it is easy to track what people are doing   



we are using Galaxy for: 

-   microarray analysis (wrapped R/Bioconductor scripts) 
-   NGS analysis (wrapped perl scripts) 
-   EMBOSS  
-   file format conversion 

-   genomic interval operations 

-   providing a GUI for ‘helpdesk’ scripts 

Galaxy is a stepping stone 

-   people learn how to built workflows instead of 
       pressing red buttons 



Galaxy does not solve all your problems 

-   there are no plasmid drawing tools  
-   built in genome browser (“Trackster”) is Beta    

if your tool does not run on the command line, it won’t run in Galaxy 
-   it does not replace the ‘sys-admin’ 

‘big data’ needs ‘big toys’ 

-   it is simple to install and maintain....but  
        it does need maintenance!    

do not offer tools you don’t understand 

-   it does not replace the ‘Bioinformatician’ 
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